Pattern Classification and PSO Optimal Weights Based Sky Images Cloud Motion Speed Calculation Method for Solar PV Power Forecasting
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Abstract—The motion of cloud over PV power station will directly cause the change of solar irradiance, which indirectly affects the prediction of minute-level PV power. Therefore, the calculation of cloud motion speed is very crucial for PV power forecasting. However, due to the influence of complex cloud motion process, it is very difficult to achieve accurate result using a single traditional algorithm. In order to improve the computation accuracy, a pattern classification and PSO optimal weights-based sky images cloud motion speed calculation method for solar PV power forecasting (PCPOW) is proposed. The method consists of two parts. Firstly, we use k-means clustering method and texture features based on Gray-Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) to classify the clouds. Secondly, for different cloud classes, we build the corresponding combined calculation model to obtain cloud motion speed. Real data recorded at Yunnan Electric Power Research Institute is used for simulation, the results show that the cloud classification and optimal combination model are effective, and the PCPOW can improve the accuracy of displacement calculation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As a significant fashion to utilize the solar energy, the photovoltaic (PV) power has gained burgeoning expansion of late years owing to its merits of no fuel consumption, no pollutant emission, and flexible configuration. However, PV belongs to intermittent power supplies, and to be more exact, there are randomness and volatility in PV output as it is affected by meteorological factors, i.e. solar irradiance, ambient temperature, moisture, wind velocity and barometric pressure, etc. [1]-[3]. These shortcomings may bring rigorous challenges to power balance, security stability and economic operation of the power system [4]-[7]. From the above, we can see that in order to provide a credible understructure for power system scheduling decision-making behavior and ameliorate its capacity to consume intermittent power, it is the time to put forward an accurate and effective prediction scheme of PV [8]-[11]. Previously, many researches [12]-[14] do not consider the cloud motion speed in PV power forecasting. The time scale of these prediction methods is 15 minutes, which not only reduces the accuracy sharply under cloudy conditions, but also fails to meet the requirements of real-time grid dispatching. The cloud motion, such as birth, dissipation and deformation, are pivotal elements of the transformation of solar irradiance, thus giving rise to the change of PV output [15]-[16]. Therefore, the investigation of cloud motion has turned out to be one of the extremely critical tasks to complete the above-mentioned forecast methodology.

In the related research of cloud motion, most investigators take advantage of satellite images for analysis and processing [17]-[20] in an early phase. However, satellite images are not ideal for the elaboration of regional or low cloud info as a result of low spatial and temporal resolution [21]. Therefore, their prediction accuracy cannot meet people’s needs. Currently, in order to track the movement of the local cloud (especially over the PV power station) more accurately, scholars obtain the speed of cloud by means of ground-based images.

There are three main ways to calculate the cloud speed: Block-Matching, Optical Flow and feature matching algorithm. The Block-Matching algorithm performs the work by measuring the similarity of the sub blocks between adjacent images. And it is adopted by Chow et al. in [22], Huang in [23] and Peng et al. in [24]. The Optical Flow algorithm is a pixel-level non-rigid...
registration method, according to the assumption that the gray level of the image remains unchanged. Following original approaches presented in Horn and Schunck (HS) in [25] as well as Lucas and Kanade (LK) in [26], Optical Flow algorithm is used by Wood-Bradley in [27], Chow in [28], and Brox in [29]. As for the feature matching algorithm, this is a broad concept. You need to find corresponding features (e.g. Harris points, SIFT points or SURF points) in adjacent images to complete the task of regional matching. Based on the idea of feature matching, Cheng adopted SIFT algorithm in [30], and F Su used SURF algorithm in [31]. Compared with previous studies based on satellite images, these literatures have better prediction accuracy and local applicability. However, a full-fledged and effective cloud tracing method has not been proposed up to present. As a rigid registration method, Block-Matching cannot obtain the non-rigid motion parameters of cloud, such as rotation and deformation. The accuracy of the optical flow, which is based on the assumption that the image grayscale is not changed, is easily disturbed by noise. For example, in the case of uneven illumination, the computational accuracy is on the low side. As for feature matching, because the definition of a feature point usually requires a lot of texture information, it is poorly matched in regions where the texture information is not rich enough. In short, the above three methods have poor robustness. Because the clouds in the sky images may have various forms, there are above demerits that cannot be overcome when we use the same single method for all kinds of clouds. Furthermore, any simple combined calculation modeling without cloud classification is difficult to achieve good results as well.

In this paper, we propose a pattern classification and PSO optimal weights-based sky images cloud motion speed calculation method for solar PV power forecasting. The related works are mainly divided into the following two parts: Firstly, we classify cloud according to the texture feature information of sky images captured by ground-based sky imager. Secondly, for different cloud classes obtained in the previous step, we utilize PSO to optimize the weights of three methods: Block-Matching, Optical Flow and SURF feature matching algorithm, and build the corresponding combined calculation modeling.

In the light of the method proposed, we can choose different calculation strategies (set different weights of three methods in the combined modeling) according to different clouds. In other words, it could improve the weaknesses of the traditional single method in the applicable scope and it is a more universal modeling suitable for most cloud scenes. As for the second chapter, we will give a detailed description of the proposed method “PCPOW”. In the third chapter, we will utilize measured data to validate the proposed method and compare the results with those of single common algorithm. Finally, in the fourth chapter, we will summarize the work of the full paper and discuss the future work.

II. THE METHOD OF PCPOW

The flowchart of the PCPOW is shown in Fig. 1.

A. Pattern Classification of Clouds

For clouds in sky images, we can describe them in terms of brightness, size, shape, spectrum, and texture features, etc. As a regional feature, texture is a description of the spatial distribution of each pixel in an image.

We can simply understand that texture consists of texture primitives that are repeated in accordance with certain rules or statistical rules. Because texture can adequately reflect image information, compared with other image features, it can better take into account both the macro nature and the fine structure of images. In this paper, we use the texture features based on Gray-Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) to classify the clouds.

B. Optical Flow and SURF feature matching algorithm

Many of the sky image textures are not rich enough, and in order to improve the speed of the program, we have compressed the resolution of original sky images. These will lead to the loss of image information, so we must enhance the image firstly. In this paper, we employ histogram equalization to enhance the image.

If the pixels of an image share many gray levels and are evenly distributed, then such images tend to have high contrast and variable gray tones. Histogram equalization is a transformation that can automatically achieve this effect by relying only on the histogram information of the input image.

Its basic idea is to widen the gray levels which contain more pixels in the image, and to compress the gray levels which contain fewer pixels in the image. Thus, the dynamic range of the pixel gray value is extended, and the contrast and the change
degree of the gray tone hue are improved, and a clearer image is generated.

2) Gray-Level Co-occurrence Matrix

Take points (x, y) and (x + a, y + b) as a point pair in the image. The gray value of the point pair is (i, j), and that is to say, the gray value of the point (x, y) is i, and the gray value of the point (x + a, y + b) is j. Fix a and b, and move the point (x, y) on the whole image, you’ll get all sorts of (i, j). Let the gray level of the image be L, then the combination of i and j has a total of \( L^2 \) species. In the whole image, the number of occurrences of (i, j) is counted, and then they are normalized to the probability \( P_{ij} \). The square \( \left[ P_{ij} \right]_{L=L} \) is the GLCM.

For slowly changing textures (i.e. coarse textures), the GLCM has a larger diagonal value, and the two sides are smaller, that is, GLCM tends to be diagonal distributions; on the contrary, for fast changing textures (i.e. fine textures), it tends to be evenly distributed. Obviously, different (a, b) combinations can get different GLCMs.

3) Features based on Gray-Level Co-occurrence Matrix

Based on GLCM, we select some characteristic quantities to reflect the condition of the matrix[32], as shown:

Energy:

\[
E = \frac{1}{\sigma_x \sigma_y} \sum_{i=0}^{L-1} \sum_{j=0}^{L-1} (i - \mu_x)(j - \mu_y)P_{ij}
\]  
(2)

It reflects the uniformity of the image gray scale distribution and the texture roughness. When the \( P_{ij} \) value distribution is more concentrated, the energy is larger. When the \( P_{ij} \) value distribution is more dispersed, the energy is smaller.

Correlation:

\[
C = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{L-1} \sum_{j=0}^{L-1} (i - \mu_x)(j - \mu_y)P_{ij}}{\sigma_x \sigma_y}
\]  
(3)

Where:

\[
\mu_x = \frac{1}{\sigma_x} \sum_{i=0}^{L-1} \sum_{j=0}^{L-1} i P_{ij}
\]  
(4)

\[
\mu_y = \frac{1}{\sigma_y} \sum_{i=0}^{L-1} \sum_{j=0}^{L-1} j P_{ij}
\]  
(5)

\[
\sigma_x^2 = \frac{1}{\sigma_x} \sum_{i=0}^{L-1} (i - \mu_x)^2 \sum_{j=0}^{L-1} P_{ij}
\]  
(6)

\[
\sigma_y^2 = \frac{1}{\sigma_y} \sum_{j=0}^{L-1} (j - \mu_y)^2 \sum_{i=0}^{L-1} P_{ij}
\]  
(7)

It measures the similarity of the matrix elements in the row and column directions, that is, the local gray correlation in the image is reflected. When the matrix element gap is small, the correlation value is large. When the matrix elements differ greatly, the correlation value is small.

Entropy:

\[
H = -\sum_{i=0}^{L-1} \sum_{j=0}^{L-1} P_{ij} \log_2 P_{ij}
\]  
(8)

Entropy is a measure of the amount of information of an image, which represents the complexity of the texture. If the distribution of \( P_{ij} \) is relatively uniform, then the entropy is large. If the distribution of \( P_{ij} \) is more concentrated, the entropy is smaller.

Contrast:

\[
C = \sum_{i=0}^{L-1} \sum_{j=0}^{L-1} (i - j)^2 P_{ij}
\]  
(9)

For coarse textures, contrast is small. For fine textures, contrast is large.

In this paper, we take (a, b) of 4 combinations (1, 0), (-1, 1), (-1, 0) and (1, 1) to generate 4 GLCMs for each sky image, and the corresponding energy, correlation, entropy and contrast mean values are calculated as the four dimensional texture feature vectors of each image. Then, we take the mean of the feature vectors of two adjacent images as their common feature vectors and take them as samples of pattern classification.

4) K-means clustering

The k-means clustering algorithm is a widely used unsupervised clustering algorithm. It iterative partitioning minimizes the sum, over all clusters, of the within-cluster sums of point-to-cluster-centroid distances. The squared Euclidean distance is used in this approach [33]. Compared with other clustering algorithms, it has the advantages of simple and efficient, low time and space complexity. Therefore, this paper chooses k-means to cluster the cloud.

The k-means clustering method is approached to achieve the classification according to the feature vectors obtained in the previous step. However, the number of clusters K of k-means needs to be specified by humans. When K is too small, the classification model cannot distinguish all the modes. And when K is too large, the classification model is easy to overfit (cannot effectively classify new samples). It is unrealistic to artificially obtain the optimal K(simulation test on a large amount of historical data). So we use the optimal cluster number criterion in the Matlab toolbox.

Compared with other criterions, the Calinski-Harabasz(CH) is simple, easy to understand and widely used, so we use the CH criterion to determine the optimal K.
CH = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{i=1}^{K} \left| \sum_{j \in C_i}^{N} \left[ x_{ij} - \bar{x} \right] \right| 
\sum_{i=1}^{K} \sum_{j \in C_i}^{N} \left| p - x_{ij} \right| 
(9)

Where: \( p \) is the sample point in the class \( C_i \), \( x_{ij} \) is the clustering center of \( C_i \), and \( \bar{x} \) is the sample mean. Obviously, the larger the value of \( CH \), the more optimized the number of clusters. In this paper, in order to visually represent the change in the value of the criterion, we take \( CH \) to the inverse. In this way, we need to select the corresponding \( K \) value when the value of criterion is small adequately and the decline trend becomes slow enough.

B. The Three Submethods of Combined Calculation Modeling

We explain briefly the principles of the three sub methods mentioned above firstly, and then introduce the so-called combined calculation modeling.

1) Block-Matching algorithm

The rationale of Block-Matching is that every last image in the frame sequence is subdivided into sub blocks, and afterward, compares all the candidate sub blocks in a given search area of the current frame to one sub block of the previous frame. Owning to the principle of minimum difference of accumulated gray value, the sub block which resembles the previous sub block most is found, namely matching block. In this way, the displacement between the previous block and the matching block is the motion vector of the block.

According to literature [22] and [34], the following four formulas are used to measure the difference in gray values between the two images:

Correlation coefficient:

\[ R_1 = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{N} (f_{1}(x_{ij}, y_{ij}) - \bar{f}_1)(f_{2}(x_{ij}, y_{ij}) - \bar{f}_2)}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{N} (f_{1}(x_{ij}, y_{ij}) - \bar{f}_1)^2} \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{N} (f_{2}(x_{ij}, y_{ij}) - \bar{f}_2)^2}} \]

Variance:

\[ R_2 = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{N} f_{1}(x_{ij}, y_{ij}) f_{2}(x_{ij}, y_{ij})}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{N} f_{1}(x_{ij}, y_{ij})^2} \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{N} f_{2}(x_{ij}, y_{ij})^2}} \]

Sum of grey value differences:

\[ R_3 = \frac{1}{MN} \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{N} (f_{1}(x_{ij}, y_{ij}) - f_{2}(x_{ij}, y_{ij}))^2 \]

(10)

(11)

(12)

2) Optical Flow algorithm

The optical flow is the “instantaneous velocity \((u, v)\)” of the moving object in the observed image plane. As for Optical Flow algorithm, its essence is to establish the optical flow constraint equation in line with the truth of image intensity conservation. By solving the equation above, the velocity parameters can be acquired.

There are three premise hypotheses of optical flow:

Hypothesis 1: The gray levels of the corresponding pixels in adjacent images are constant.

Hypothesis 2: The displacement of the target in the adjacent image is relatively small.

Hypothesis 3: A pixel has the same displacement as the pixel in the neighborhood.

The first step: according to hypothesis 1, we can get that:

\[ f(x, y, t) = f(x + dx, y + dy, t + dt) \]

(14)

Where: \( f(x, y, t) \) is the gray function of the image. And \((x, y)\) represent the pixel coordinates, and \( t \) represents the time.

Take Taylor decomposition on the right side of the formula, we can get that:
\[ f(x + dx, y + dy, t + dt) = f(x, y, t) + \frac{\partial f}{\partial x} dx + \frac{\partial f}{\partial y} dy + \frac{\partial f}{\partial t} dt + R_t(x, y, t) \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(15)}

Where:

\[ R_t(x, y, t) = \sigma \sqrt{(dx)^2 + (dy)^2 + (dt)^2} \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(16)}

The second step: based on the assumption that 2, the remainder can be neglected, so we can get that:

\[ f(x + dx, y + dy, t + dt) = f(x, y, t) + \frac{\partial f}{\partial x} dx + \frac{\partial f}{\partial y} dy + \frac{\partial f}{\partial t} dt \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(17)}

Let \( f_x = \frac{\partial f}{\partial x} \), \( f_y = \frac{\partial f}{\partial y} \), \( f_t = \frac{\partial f}{\partial t} \), \( u = \frac{dx}{dt} \) and \( v = \frac{dy}{dt} \), we can get that:

\[ f_x u + f_y v = -f_t \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(18)}

Written in matrix form:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  f_x & f_y \\
  u & v
\end{bmatrix}
= -f_t
\]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(19)}

However, two unknown quantities \((u, v)\) cannot be obtained by one equation.

The third step: according to hypothesis 3, if the displacement of n points in the neighborhood is the same, then the following n \((n>2)\) equations are obtained:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  f_{x1} & f_{y1} \\
  f_{x2} & f_{y2} \\
  \vdots & \vdots \\
  f_{xn} & f_{yn}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
  u \\
  v
\end{bmatrix}
= -\begin{bmatrix}
  f_{x1} \\
  f_{x2} \\
  \vdots \\
  f_{xn}
\end{bmatrix}
\]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(20)}

The fourth step: using the least squares method to solve the above linear equations, we can get \((u, v)\):

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  f_{x1} & f_{y1} \\
  f_{x2} & f_{y2} \\
  \vdots & \vdots \\
  f_{xn} & f_{yn}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
  u \\
  v
\end{bmatrix}
= A \times \begin{bmatrix}
  f_{x1} \\
  f_{x2} \\
  \vdots \\
  f_{xn}
\end{bmatrix} = b
\]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(21)}

Let the optimization index be the sum of the least squares of errors. That is, the variable \(x\) is obtained when \(\|Ax-b\|^2\) reaches the minimum value.

In the combined calculation modeling below, we use LK optical flow method to accomplish the mission of cloud speed calculation.

3) SURF feature matching algorithm

When it comes to feature matching, you need to find the feature points that correspond to each other in the two successive images, and then calculate the distance between them. Common feature extraction methods include corner features (such as Harris operator [36]), line features (image edge detection), local area characteristics (speckle features) and invariant features (scale invariant features) and so on.

In this paper, we select the SURF feature operator [37] for image matching. It can extract the feature points better in the case of illumination change and image change, and the scale invariance is better than Harris operator, the time complexity is better than the SIFT operator. The construction of the SURF operator is very complicated, and we only make a brief explanation.

The first step: detect and locate feature points.

SURF uses Hessian matrix \(H(x, \sigma)\) to detect feature points:

\[
H(x, \sigma) = \begin{bmatrix} L_{xx}(x, \sigma) & L_{xy}(x, \sigma) \\ L_{yx}(x, \sigma) & L_{yy}(x, \sigma) \end{bmatrix}
\]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(22)}

Where: \(x\) is the characteristic point coordinate, \(\sigma\) is the scale, \(L_{xx}(x, \sigma)\) is the convolution of the image with the Gaussian second order differential \(\frac{\partial^2}{\partial x^2} g(\sigma)\) \((g(\sigma)\) is the Gaussian function, the other meaning is similar).

In order to reduce the running time of the algorithm, the Gaussian template is simplified as a rectangular region box filter, and \(D_{xx}, D_{xy}\) and \(D_{yy}\) are used to denote the convolution of the box and the image. The determinant of the Hessian matrix can be approximated as follows:

\[
\Delta (H) = D_{xx} D_{yy} - (0.9 D_{xy})^2 \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(23)}

The scale invariance of the SURF algorithm mainly depends on finding the feature points at different scales. The scale space is divided by the Octaves, and each group represents the response graph of the incremental filtering template and the image convolution. The first set of scale spaces are \(9*9, 15*15, 21*21, 27*27\); the other groups increase similar, but the increments are doubled, 6, 12 and 24, respectively. In order to cover all the scales, there is overlap between the group and the group.
In order to locate the feature points, the extreme suppression method in the 3D space is used to find the extreme points. That is, the Hessian matrix feature points are compared with the other 26 values of the 3*3*3 scale space centered on that point, and only if the point is larger or smaller than the other values, it is the local extreme point. Then, interpolation is made in the scale space and the image space to obtain the final feature point location and the scale value.

The second step: generate the feature point description operator.

In order to make the feature have better rotation invariance, it is necessary to assign the main direction to each feature point.

Firstly, in the circular area with the feature point as the center and the scale of 6 times the radius, the Haar wavelet response of each point is calculated.

Then, add all Haar wavelet $dx$ and $dy$ in the range of 60 degrees to form a new vector $(m_w, \theta_w)$:

$$ m_w = \sum dx + \sum dy \quad \text{(24)} $$

$$ \theta_w = \arctan \left[ \frac{\sum dx}{\sum dy} \right] \quad \text{(25)} $$

The whole circular area is traversed by 0.2 rad in length and the longest vector represents the main direction of the feature point.

Afterward, take the feature point as the center, rotate the coordinate axis to the main direction, select the square area of the 20s*20s ($s$ is the scale of the feature points), and divide it into 4*4, i.e. 16 square sub windows, each side window is 5s.

After that, the Gaussian weighted $dx$ and $dy$ along the main direction and perpendicular to the main direction are obtained using a Haar wavelet template with a scale of 2s.

Finally, in each square, the responses of the Haar wavelet in the x and y directions are summed (the x direction is perpendicular to the main direction and the y direction is parallel to the main direction) to form a four dimensional vector:

$$ v = [\sum dx \sum |dx| \sum dy \sum |dy|] \quad \text{(26)} $$

In addition, we normalize it to form 16*4, i.e. 64 dimensional SURF description operator. In addition, the Haar wavelet response itself has brightness invariance, and the contrast invariance can be achieved by normalization of feature vectors. In general, it improves the anti-interference ability.

### C. Combined Calculation Modeling

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is similar to Genetic Algorithm (GA) and is also an iterative optimization algorithm. The system is initialized as a set of random solutions, and the optimal values are searched iteratively. Compared with GA, it is easier to achieve and does not need to adjust too many parameters [38]-[39]. At present, it has been widely used in function optimization, neural network training, fuzzy system control and other applications of GA.

In this paper, we use PSO to assign different weights to each method in the combined calculation modeling on the basis of diverse cloud classes. In other words, the combined calculation modeling is built. As shown in (27):

$$ V_{\text{Cloud}} = aV_{BM} + bV_{OF} + cV_{SURF} \quad \text{(27)} $$

Where $V_{\text{Cloud}}$ indicates the final cloud motion speed, $V_{BM}$, $V_{OF}$ and $V_{SURF}$ indicate the cloud motion speed calculated by Block-Matching, Optical Flow, and SURF feature matching algorithm respectively, a, b and c are weights obtained by PSO and they vary with the cloud classes.

Here, we use the correlation coefficient $R_i$ (as shown in Formula 10) as the optimization function, and the reciprocal of $R_i$ as the fitness function of the particles in the PSO.

$$ R_i = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{N} [f_1(x_i, y_j) - \bar{f}_1][f_2(x_i, y_j) - \bar{f}_2]}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{N} [f_1(x_i, y_j) - \bar{f}_1]^2} \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{N} [f_2(x_i, y_j) - \bar{f}_2]^2}} \quad \text{(28)} $$

Mind: $f_1(x,y)$ and $f_2(x,y)$ represent part of shift images. And they are based on $(x_0, y_0)$ and cut from the original images.

By the way, the specific practice of “cutting” is as follows.

It is assumed that $V_{\text{Cloud}} = (x_0, y_0) = (3, 5)$ is obtained from a certain algorithm. Then for the previous frame image, we need to cut out the pixels in the first 5 rows and the last 3 columns to get the above $f_1(x,y)$. And for the next frame image, we need to cut out the pixels in the first 3 columns and the last 5 rows to get the above $f_2(x,y)$. As shown in the following Fig.2, the gray part of shift images is cut off, while the blue part is the corresponding $f_1(x,y)$ and $f_2(x,y)$.

![Fig.2 Cutting Process](image-url)
Obviously, the range of $R_1$ is $[-1,1]$ and the larger the value of $R_1$, the more similar the two images (that is to say the $I_{\text{C}}$ calculated is more accurate). In other words, the smaller the fitness of the particle, the better the particle is.

### III. CASE STUDY

#### A. Data description

We use sky images provided by Yunnan Electric Power Research Institute ($25^\circ 09' 53.35''$ N, $102^\circ 39' 32''$ E) as the experimental sample. These photos were taken in August 2015 and at intervals of 1 minute. The resolution of these images is $256 \times 256$. Among them, 300 images were selected as training samples and 200 images were used as testing samples.

The hardware parameters used for simulation test are as follows: i7-6700HQ(CPU), GTX960M 4G(GPU), 16G DDR4(RAM), Windows 10(OS), and Matlab 2015b (computing platform).


#### B. Results and Comparison with Other Classical Algorithms

1) Pattern Classification of Clouds

The value of the criterion changes as the number of clusters changes as shown in Fig. 3.

![Graph showing trend of index when K is optimized](image)

Fig.3 The trend of index when K is optimized

Obviously, when K = 10, the value of criterion is small adequately and the decline trend becomes slow enough. That is to say, the K-means clustering method is used to divide the images into 10 categories.

2) Combined Calculation Modeling

In this section, we use PSO to optimize the three weights a, b and c. The population size is set to 100 and the number of evolution times is also set to 100. The trend of optimal fitness with the number of evolution times in the process of weight optimization for a pair of continuous images in a certain class is shown in Fig. 4.

![Graph showing trend of index when weights are optimized](image)

Fig.4 The trend of index when weights are optimized

Finally, we obtain the corresponding 10 sets of weights a, b, and c. By the way, each set of weights here is the average value of the weights obtained by the PSO optimization of all the images in the corresponding class. That is to say, for different types of sky images, we have established 10 corresponding models for cloud velocity calculation. The specific numerical of the weights is listed in Table 1.

**TABLE I. THE SPECIFIC WEIGHTS OF THE 10 CLASSES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5606</td>
<td>0.5161</td>
<td>0.3416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.6999</td>
<td>0.7571</td>
<td>0.2551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.7821</td>
<td>0.7043</td>
<td>0.3924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.9553</td>
<td>0.9203</td>
<td>0.8058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.5285</td>
<td>0.6277</td>
<td>0.5601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.1107</td>
<td>0.7609</td>
<td>-0.7569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.5521</td>
<td>0.6711</td>
<td>0.7862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.5528</td>
<td>0.5490</td>
<td>0.5006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-0.1928</td>
<td>-0.3885</td>
<td>0.7683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.4425</td>
<td>0.6424</td>
<td>0.5698</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Next, we will test the proposed modeling in this paper using test images and compare the results with those of the three traditional methods. Of course, for new image sequence, we need to extract the feature vectors described above and calculate the Euclidean distance between them and the above 10 clustering...
centers to classify images and then use the corresponding computational modeling for cloud velocity calculation. As mentioned above, we use $R_1$ (Formula 10), $R_3$ (Formula 12) and $R_4$ (Formula 13) to evaluate the accuracy of the algorithm.

The accuracy of each algorithm in different cloud classes is shown in the graphs and tables below, and the highest precision corresponding to each class is shown in bold. For simplicity, the Block-Matching is abbreviated as BM, the Optical Flow is abbreviated as OF, and the SURF feature is abbreviated as SURF.

As shown in the following Table 2 to 5 and Figure 5 to 12.

**TABLE II. $R_1$ VALUE OF EACH ALGORITHM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>PCPOW</th>
<th>BM</th>
<th>OF</th>
<th>SURF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9491</td>
<td>0.9441</td>
<td>0.9302</td>
<td>0.8818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.8993</td>
<td>0.8578</td>
<td>0.898</td>
<td>0.7571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.9699</td>
<td>0.9696</td>
<td>0.9466</td>
<td>0.9334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.9694</td>
<td>0.9579</td>
<td>0.9595</td>
<td>0.9592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.8511</td>
<td>0.673</td>
<td>0.7047</td>
<td>0.5659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.9322</td>
<td>0.8923</td>
<td>0.9102</td>
<td>0.9192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.9457</td>
<td>0.9455</td>
<td>0.9425</td>
<td>0.9404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.8771</td>
<td>0.7712</td>
<td>0.6288</td>
<td>0.7291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.8892</td>
<td>0.8325</td>
<td>0.8693</td>
<td>0.8552</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE III. $R_3$ VALUE OF EACH ALGORITHM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>PCPOW</th>
<th>BM</th>
<th>OF</th>
<th>SURF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>75.7889</td>
<td>91.9612</td>
<td>94.3058</td>
<td>143.5700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>137.1429</td>
<td>164.3760</td>
<td>137.9458</td>
<td>228.7062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>32.2217</td>
<td>37.4204</td>
<td>113.1213</td>
<td>179.3760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>39.4484</td>
<td>49.8854</td>
<td>68.8821</td>
<td>88.2217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>37.8569</td>
<td>48.1127</td>
<td>44.5527</td>
<td>46.8884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>191.3440</td>
<td>341.7697</td>
<td>328.2218</td>
<td>897.2105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>89.9758</td>
<td>149.1241</td>
<td>99.4588</td>
<td>139.1773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>85.9612</td>
<td>86.5472</td>
<td>89.5472</td>
<td>91.5667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>192.1429</td>
<td>590.5572</td>
<td>771.9547</td>
<td>358.9951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>127.1449</td>
<td>185.3224</td>
<td>162.5534</td>
<td>152.5531</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE IV. $R_4$ VALUE OF EACH ALGORITHM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>PCPOW</th>
<th>BM</th>
<th>OF</th>
<th>SURF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>357103</td>
<td>392214</td>
<td>451015</td>
<td>501201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>471101</td>
<td>510212</td>
<td>482101</td>
<td>634478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>294218</td>
<td>300011</td>
<td>423014</td>
<td>530421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>301298</td>
<td>384214</td>
<td>397859</td>
<td>432148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>294578</td>
<td>378784</td>
<td>367984</td>
<td>312657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>502018</td>
<td>685889</td>
<td>712304</td>
<td>981034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>432015</td>
<td>521457</td>
<td>475334</td>
<td>453157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>361327</td>
<td>359999</td>
<td>369759</td>
<td>376037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>486529</td>
<td>574478</td>
<td>758862</td>
<td>510024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>422365</td>
<td>539998</td>
<td>450031</td>
<td>538421</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It can be seen that the proposed combined calculation modeling in this paper has higher accuracy than the other three traditional methods. Especially, the calculation precision of SURF feature matching algorithm and Optical Flow algorithm are very low in class 6 and in class 9 separately, but our method can still maintain a relatively high accuracy.

Then, we choose several extreme sky images to specify the limitations of the three single methods.

The sky images in Fig. 8 belong to the class 6. In the images, the most similar SURF feature points are marked with green circles. Obviously, the result of the SURF feature matching algorithm indicates that the cloud moves toward the lower left, but in fact the cloud moves toward the lower right. In other words, the two SURF feature points have been mismatched. Because the texture information of the image is not rich enough, the texture features of each area have little difference, which results in no obvious difference in the 64 dimensional SURF description operator, so the mismatch phenomenon is easy to occur.

The sky images shown in Fig. 11 also belong to the class 9. Based on the process of Block-Matching algorithm, we divide the image into many sub blocks, then find the most similar blocks according to the principle of gray similarity. Obviously, the sub blocks marked by the red box in the two images are identified as the most similar blocks by the algorithm. In other words, the pixels of cloud lack a “common” displacement vector, so when we take the mean value of the displacements of these pixels as the displacement of the cloud, the accuracy of the calculation results will be reduced.
words, due to the strong deformation of the cloud, the situation of mismatching occurs.

Fig.11 Sky images with strong deformation

Next, in order to prove the validity of “pattern classification” in this method, we use the same weights \( (a = b = c = 1/3) \) to calculate cloud motion vectors for the above 10 classes of cloud. Under the two sets of weight coefficients, the accuracy of the R1 calculation is shown in Table 5 and Fig.12.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>( R_1 ) The different weights</th>
<th>( R_1 ) The same weights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9491</td>
<td>0.4494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.8993</td>
<td>0.5136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.9699</td>
<td>0.5264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.9671</td>
<td>0.597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.9694</td>
<td>0.9431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.8511</td>
<td>0.8529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.9322</td>
<td>0.8529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.9457</td>
<td>0.8776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.8771</td>
<td>0.8519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.8892</td>
<td>0.887</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Obviously, it can be seen that if different computing strategies are not adopted for different classes of sky images, the overall accuracy of the testing samples will be greatly reduced. This shows that sky images have different classes and we cannot obtain high precision calculation results by a single computing strategy.

C. Discussion

1) Cross-validation

In order to avoid the contingency of the simulation results and verify the robustness of the proposed model, we applied cross-validation method to further develop the simulation.

For the 500 sample images selected in the section A, random selection is performed in a 3:2 ratio for each class of sky image set to generate new training and testing sets and we get a total of 300 training samples and 200 testing samples. To ensure the validity of the cross-validation test, the class distribution in newly generated training and testing sets are the same as that in section A. Here we make 10 random selections in the same way.

Then, we use the above samples to train and test the model, and show the average calculation accuracy \( R_1 \) of the testing images in Table 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of cross-validation</th>
<th>( R_1 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.9231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.9344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.9199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.9381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.9322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.9276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.9351</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Obviously, it can be seen that in the above 10 cross-validations, the average accuracies are similar, which proves that the model is highly robust.

2) Rolling simulation

Theoretically, a rolling simulation is necessary to simulate the actual situation for the application of this model. However, due to the limitation of available samples, the results of rolling simulation have little practical significance. Here an example is given to illustrate this.

We select the first 50 and 100 consecutive images respectively as training samples, and classify them according to the above process. The classification results are shown in Table 7 and 8.

Obviously, compared with the 300 randomly selected training samples in the section A, the first 50 or 100 consecutive training samples contain too few motion patterns. In other words, they
cannot provide a complete pattern recognition library to fully reflect different patterns and rules.

### TABLE VII. CLASSIFICATION RESULTS FOR THE FIRST 50 IMAGES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Amount of image pairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE VIII. CLASSIFICATION RESULTS FOR THE FIRST 100 IMAGES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Amount of image pairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Then, we use the 50 or 100 training samples up-to-the current minute to calculate next minute and roll the calculate origin forward until providing calculation for all the testing samples. And show the average calculation accuracy $R_1$ of the testing images in Table 9.

### TABLE IX. ACCURACY OF ROLLING SIMULATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capacity of training sample</th>
<th>$R_1$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.7747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.8125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Obviously, because the motion patterns of some testing samples cannot be recognized correctly, the accuracy of the calculation results is low. In summary, rolling prediction has limitations when the sample is insufficient.

### IV. CONCLUSION

As the cloud in sky images has different motion patterns and the existing cloud speed calculation method has poor robustness, it is necessary to classify the sky images and then establish corresponding combination optimization models. In this paper, through the analysis of the three current mainstream methods (Block-Matching, Optical Flow and SURF feature matching algorithm), we proposed a pattern classification and PSO optimal weight-based sky images cloud motion speed calculation method for solar PV power forecasting (PC POW). Actual sky image data has been utilized to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. By case study and the comparing between the other three traditional methods, the result proves the method could overcome the weaknesses of the traditional single method in the applicable scope and it is a more universal modeling suitable for most cloud scenes. In the future study based on the previous works [40]-[44], we should pay attention to the preprocessing of sky image, not only to ensure the operation speed, but also to ensure the image information is not lost too much. In addition, how to extract features so as to achieve more efficient classification of images is also another focus. Furthermore, to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method in the final combining solar PV power forecasting model with the consideration of other impact factors such as PV module temperature [16] will be conducted, which can help to address the household characteristics impacts on residential electricity consumption patterns [45] and improve the accuracy of the customer base line load estimation for incentive based demand response [46], and also can help to enhance the frequency stability of microgrid with high penetration of renewable energy sources [47].
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